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This is how we fix what is broken, this is how we overwrite the bad memories; one honest smile at a

time. Lisa thought this, for a moment at least, but finds out it takes words, courage, and actions.

This is where we finish the first arc, but we'll be back!
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I reached the end of Volume 4 and was heartbroken. So I had huge expectations for this book, and

it delivered even more. The characters are so well developed, especially considering the medium

and how little prose you can actually fit into a though bubble. I loved each of the characters in the

book, even the tertiary characters. And the parallels that exist between the profession of the main

character and the writers, and what you can read into yourself as the reader of the novel through the

main character's eyes...I am gushing, and I know it. This book is a feel good story about some pretty

heavy and heartbreaking events. The love and acceptance felt for and by each of the characters

was palpable. The plot ending was given away in a previous book in the series, execution is just

transcendent. I'm going to stop before unintentionally giving away spoilers, but I would give this 7

stars if I could.



Beautifully illustrated, well-written finale to the "Sunstone" series. This final volume 5 mostly focuses

its energy on the climax of the romantic story elements because though it revolves around BDSM

and sexuality, Sunstone has always been at its heart, a love story. And sure, it may spend an

unnecessarily long time drawing out the "will they, won't they" conclusion when the question has

never at all been in doubt, but even if it doesn't break much new story-telling ground it's still solidly

done and a beautiful story. Plus, it also happens to serve as a great introduction to certain kink

communities that deserve to be well represented now and again!

It's finally the end (not really, but work with me) of Sejic's answer to Fifty Shades of Gray. The first

arc of Sejic's sexual deviance/romance story wraps up as it should. This series has been funny,

moving, and heartwarming at all the right points, and I'm glad to see it stick the landing.The story

starts out with Ally and Lisa not speaking to each other, still reeling from the end of part four. slowly

there lives start to reintegrate, a slow build that feels all too true to the real world. Sejic up the

'fantasy' aspects, with Lisa's fictional stories on her blog taking a large part of the narrative. It works

much better than you would think. The artwork remains it's usually good at times and gorgeous at

others you've seen up until now.Hope you enjoy the end as much as I did.

Having lived the club life, the goth/fetish scene, and been involved in some of the very situations

Sunstone touches on, they are the most raw and real books on the emotional aspect of this subject

matter that I have ever read. No overly-dramatic fluff to make the topics seem more taboo. And no

dumbing down of the characters or the events to make them more accessible. Stjepan's art grabs

my attention and makes me fall in love with the characters, and the writing makes the whole story

come to life. A beautiful series by a very talented artist!

I wanted to say thank you Stjepan Sejic. Its been a long ride and a roller coaster of emotions. The

story of two people learning to get over themselves and say I love you.It was beautifully written and

immaculately detailed. I laughed, I cried and . . . I love.Cant wait for the next arc Mercy and I have

my pre-order of the hard cover edition.

Probably can't say much that hasn't been said about Stjepan's fine series. Ally and Lisa have

already spawned a bit of a sub-culture and we see folks doing cosplay, fan-art, (and I

suspect....Scenes).This is a marvelous, very human story that makes most BDSM-themed material

seem childish by comparison. The characters are very "real", the art terrific (Stjepan is a master of



facial expression) and the kinky stuff VERY lubricious. (look it up)

The entire Sunstone story is beautiful. Touching, heartwarming, erotic and sensual. We loved this

entire story arc, and are waiting with something other than patience for the next story arc to

commence. Seriously, buy this whole series.

C'mon. If you've up to volume 5 at this point, then you either love this series or you don't. It was

clear the story was being told in semi-flashback form, with the two of them already married, so the

joy is finding out how they got there. And believe me, it's utterly satisfying when they finally click,

and get it together at long last. Enough angst to make it hurt good, but not so much that it's

annoyingly torturous.(The metaphor almost writes itself here, given the subject matter...)So buy it

already!
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